Film Title: After So Many Days

Link to assets: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yM38cakoMXJ6egaxJeub-0PQohF6OUrg

Initial Festival Premiere Date: 4/17/19 - Dallas International Film Festival
5/2/19 - Northwest Fest
5/10/19 - Cinetopia Film Festival

Logline: A raw personal account of what happens when a recently married singer-songwriter duo, attempts to play one show every day for a year.

Synopsis (250 characters max): A raw personal account of Jim and Sam, a singer-songwriter duo, uprooting their lives in an attempt to play one show every day for a year, putting their music, health, career, and first year of marriage to the test.

Longer Synopsis/about the film:
After a decade of making music together, Jim and Sam, a recently married singer/songwriter duo from Los Angeles, were not the successful band they hoped they’d be. Feeling stuck and anxious about their future, the duo made a spontaneous decision to go “all in,” making a pact to play one show every day for a year. With suitcases and a guitar, the troubadours ventured out for a 365-day tour down unexplored roads, and onto unexpected stages, bringing their music to new audiences throughout 14 different countries. After So Many Days, is an intimate front row seat to the highs and lows of what it’s like for two people to pursue a dream, together.

MPAA Rating: Not Rated

Runtime: 1:26:39 (87 minutes)

Genres: Documentary, Musical, Romantic Comedy

FILM CREDITS
Directed By: Jim Hanft & Samantha Yonack

Written By: Natalia Anderson, Jim Hanft, Kyle Weber, Samantha Yonack

Produced By: Natalia Anderson, Jim Hanft, Kyle Weber, Samantha Yonack

Executive Producers: Clinton Trucks, Mike Zwahlen
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EPK

Edited By: Jim Hanft, Kyle Weber

Music By: Jim and Sam

Additional Score By: Rob Lewis

Cast: Jim Hanft, Samantha Yonack

Technical Info:
ASPECT RATIO - 16:9
SHOOTING FORMAT - Various

PRODUCTION LOCATION: USA

FILMING LOCATION: (15 Countries) - USA, Canada, Sweden, United Kingdom, Belgium, Netherlands, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ireland, Norway, Germany, Iceland, Russia

MAIN DIALOGUE LANGUAGE: English

Director Bio:
Jim Hanft and Samantha Yonack (Jim and Sam) are a Los Angeles based husband/wife singer-songwriter duo. Originally from Philadelphia and Dallas, they met at a mutual friend’s comedy show and began making music together a week later. In 2015 they self-released their debut EP, “This is What’s Left” and in 2019 released their sophomore EP, “Yeah Whatever Young Forever” through Nettwerk Records. With a background in editing and theater and a commitment to storytelling and performing, Jim and Sam crossed over into filmmaking during their Anywhere Everywhere Tour where they played one show every day for a year. Hopeful the tour would reveal something about what drives them to create, they picked up a camera and began to film every single day. Upon completion of the year, they recruited their childhood best friends Natalia Anderson (Band-Aid, Life In Pieces) and Kyle Weber (Fresh Off The Boat, Modern Family) to join them in turning their perspective-shifting journey into their first feature-length documentary, "After So Many Days."

Artist Statement:
We hope After So Many Days inspires someone somewhere to find and embrace something they are passionate about and pursue it all the way, no matter what. Anywhere. Everywhere. Everyday.
AFTER SO MANY DAYS
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/wearejimandsam

Facebook: www.facebook.com/wearejimandsam

Instagram: www.instagram.com/wearejimandsam/

URL: www.wearejimandsam.com

Film URL: www.aftersomanydays.com